Transcripts are expressed spatially and temporally and they are very complicated, precise and specific; however, most studies are focused on protein-coding related genes. Recently, massively parallel cDNA sequencing (RNA-seq) has emerged to be a new and promising tool for transcriptome research, and numbers of non-coding RNAs, especially lincRNAs, have been widely identified and well characterized as important regulators of diverse biological processes. In this study, we used ultra-deep RNA-seq data from 15 mouse tissues to study the diversity and dynamic of non-coding RNAs in mouse. Using our own criteria, we identified totally 16,249 non-coding genes (21,569 non-coding RNAs) in mouse. We annotated these non-coding RNAs by diverse properties and found non-coding RNAs are generally shorter, have fewer exons, express in lower level and are more strikingly tissue-specific compared with protein-coding genes. Moreover, these non-coding RNAs show significant enrichment with transcriptional initiation and elongation signals including histone modifications (H3K4me3, H3K27me3 and H3K36me3), RNAPII binding sites and CAGE tags. The gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) result revealed several sets of lincRNAs associated with diverse biological processes such as immune effector process, muscle development and sexual reproduction. Taken together, this study provides a more comprehensive annotation of mouse non-coding RNAs and gives an opportunity for future functional and evolutionary study of mouse non-coding RNAs.
INTRODUCTION
The previous studies demonstrated that mammalian genomes are pervasively transcribed (Clark et al., 2011; The ENCODE Project Consortium, 2007) . For example, more than 80% of human genome are transcribed while ~60% in mouse genome (Carninci et al., 2005; Djebali et al., 2012; Katayama et al., 2005; Okazaki et al., 2002) . A recent research further confirmed the active transcription of intron and intergenic regions in mouse genome by analyzing a collection of over 1,000 transcriptome data sets from 123 cell types and primary tissues (Yue et al., 2014) . The mammalian genome not only transcribes into mRNAs, but also gives rise to a large amount of non-coding RNAs (Carninci et al., 2005; Guttman et al., 2009; Sati et al., 2012; Zheng et al., 2007) . In recent years, thousands of non-coding RNAs have been identified and they play important roles in various processes including imprinting, X-inactivation, cell cycle and development processes especially in regulation of pluripotency (Brown et al., 1992; Dinger et al., 2008; Guttman et al., 2011; Hawkins and Morris, 2010; Heard and Disteche, 2006; Hu et al., 2012; Pauli et al., 2011 Pauli et al., , 2012 Yang and Kuroda, 2007) .
Recent advances in massively parallel sequencing of RNA (RNA-seq) based on the next-generation sequencing technologies provide an unprecedented method to unbiased identify non-coding RNAs, especially those expressed in a tissue-specific manner with low abundance in mammals (Cloonan et al., 2008; Haas and Zody, 2010; Yassour et al., 2009) . RNA-seq has substantially increased the throughput of sequencing which subsequently facilitated the measurement of transcript abundance in practice. Compared with previous sequencing approaches such as serial analysis of gene expression (SAGE) and expressed sequence tag (EST), RNA-seq is capable of capturing almost all transcripts. Moreover, ribo-minus RNA-seq (rmRNA-seq) has been considered to be more accurate and comprehensive in transcriptome profiling than polyadenylated RNA-seq (Cui et al., 2010) .
With the rapid growth of RNA-seq data, non-coding RNAs especially lincRNAs are identified rapidly. Thousands of lincRNAs are found in mouse (Guttman et al., 2009 (Guttman et al., , 2010 Liu et al., 2011; Luo et al., 2013; Sigova et al., 2013) , human (Cabili et al., 2011; Hangauer et al., 2013; Sigova et al., 2013) , chimpanzee (Wetterbom et al., 2010) , zebrafish (Pauli et al., 2012; Ulitsky et al., 2011) , frog (Tan et al., 2013) , nematode (Nam and Bartel, 2012) and Arabidopsis (Liu et al., 2012) . Some newly identified lincRNAs have well-validated functions. Linc-HOXA1 represses the expression of Hoxa1 (homeobox A1) by recruiting the protein PURB (purine-rich element binding protein B) as a transcriptional cofactor (Maamar et al., 2013) . A class of lincRNAs called ncRNA-activating (ncRNA-a) have enhancer-like function and positively regulate expression of neighboring protein-coding genes (Ørom et al., 2010) . HOTAIR (HOX transcript antisense RNA) silences transcription across 40 kb of the HOXD (homeobox D cluster) locus in trans by inducing a repressive chromatin state, which is proposed to occur by recruitment of the polycomb chromatin remodeling complex PRC2 (polycomb repressive complex 2) by HOTAIR (Gupta et al., 2010; Rinn et al., 2007) . In summary, lincRNAs perform myriad functions through various mechanisms ranging from the regulation of epigenetic modification and gene expression to acting as scaffolds for protein signaling complexes (Mattick, 2009; Mercer et al., 2009; Sasaki et al., 2009; Wang and Chang, 2011) .
As recently reported, most splicing events are highly tissue-specific (Brown et al., 2014) and lncRNAs have restricted expression pattern in specific tissues (Derrien et al., 2012) . In order to illustrate the diversity and dynamics of non-coding RNAs in mouse, we developed a pipeline to identify non-coding RNAs in mouse. Totally, 16,249 non-coding genes were found using RNA-seq data of 15 tissues (of which 14 are publicly available mRNA-seq data sets from the encyclopedia of DNA elements (ENCODE), and the other one is sequenced by our own lab using rmRNA-seq method) which covered most of mouse tissue types. These non-coding RNAs have the general features as lower expression, more tissue-specificity and less conservative than protein-coding genes. Our results expand the collection of non-coding RNAs in mouse and provide an important resource for the study of functional elements in mouse. We expect to provide a meaningful new insight into this gene category.
RESULTS

Identification of novel mouse non-coding RNAs from 15 tissues
To comprehensively explore the mouse non-coding RNAs, we developed a pipeline to identify the non-coding RNAs from 15 tissues (Figure 1 ). First, we downloaded RNA-seq data of 14 mouse tissues (including Adrenal gland, Colon, Heart, Kidney, Large intestine, Liver, Lung, Mammary gland, Ovary, Small intestine, Spleen, Stomach, Testis and Thymus) from NCBI and sequenced mouse cerebrum in our lab by Illumina HiSeq 2000. In total, we obtained 2.28 billion strand-specific pair-end fragments (178.74 Gb, 65.58-fold genome coverage). After pre-processing of the raw data, all the high-quality data were aligned to the mouse genome (mm10) by GSNAP and we got 1.86 billion mapped fragments (142.97 Gb, 52.46-fold genome coverage) (Table 1) . Then we constructed transcript models for each tissue by Cufflinks using the mappable fragments. After that, we integrated these assembled transcript models in 15 tissues by Cuffmerge and finally got 75,749 loci and 44,420 loci remained after filtering loci completely overlapping with the genes of RefSeq, UCSC and Ensembl. Those filtered loci accounted for 79.7% of all known genes. Next, 32,862 loci were marked as non-coding while 730 loci were coding due to the coding potential predicted by CPC and CPAT. Moreover, we defined an expressed gene who must have a RPKM value larger than 0.1 in at least one tissue due to the intersection between false positive rate (FPR) and false negative rate (FNR) (Ramskold et al., 2009) ranging from 0.05 to 0.13 in all 15 tissues ( Figure S1 in Supporting Information). Subsequently, 31,066 expressed non-coding genes and 722 coding genes were selected. To get credible single-exon non-coding genes, we eliminated those single-exon genes without any support from EST data and Rfam. In the end, we obtained 16,249 expressed non-coding genes (Dataset S1 in Supporting Information) and 722 expressed protein-coding genes respectively. Based Figure 1 Overview of the computational pipeline for identification of non-coding genes. For identifying non-coding genes across 15 mouse tissues, GSNAP and Cufflinks were used for mapping and transcriptome assembly; CPC and CPAT were used to distinguish non-coding from numerous coding genes. After filtered single-exon non-coding genes unmapped to any data (Rfam and EST data), we finally generated 16,249 non-coding genes.
on their location with respect to known genes' annotation, we further classified these non-coding genes into four sub classes: overlapping with annotation genes, intergenic genes, intronic genes (Nakaya et al., 2007) and antisense genes, which accounted for 23.06%, 50.50%, 12.66% and 13.78% of all genes, respectively (Table 2) . We recompiled gene IDs with distinct prefixes: XLOC, INTE, INTR and ANTI for overlapping genes, intergenic genes, intronic genes and antisense genes, respectively.
Genomic features of non-coding genes
For studying the genomic features of non-coding genes, we compared non-coding genes with protein-coding genes. First, non-coding genes had fewer exons than protein-coding genes (2.4 exons for non-coding genes and 9.7 exons for protein-coding genes on average). Then, we found that non-coding genes were generally smaller than protein-coding genes (mean length is 11.2 and 42.3 kb for non-coding genes and protein-coding genes). These properties were both consistent with the study by Pauli et al. and Cabili et al. (Pauli et al., 2012; Cabili et al., 2011) . Moreover, we were interested in whether the smaller size of non-coding genes was caused by their fewer exons. We thus compared the mean length of genes, exons and introns between non-coding and protein-coding genes which had the equal number of exons, and amazedly found that the non-coding genes had larger gene and intron length, but smaller exon length comparing to protein-coding genes (Figure 2A-C) . The result suggested that the relatively smaller size of non-coding genes compared with protein-coding genes was mainly due to their fewer exon numbers and smaller size of exons. Further analysis showed that non-coding genes had more repeats in introns than protein-coding genes (64.7% introns of non-coding genes with repeat vs. 53.8% introns of protein-coding genes; 6.96 repeat elements on average per intron in non-coding genes vs. 3.93 in protein-coding genes). The vast majority of repeats in introns were short interspersed element (SINE), simple repeat, long terminal repeat (LTR) and long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) ( Figure 2D ). Although the repeat types were similar, both proportions of number and length for LTR and LINE in non-coding genes were higher than protein-coding genes ( Figure 2D and E). When we took the sequence length into consideration, LTR and LINE were longer than other repeat elements ( Figure S2 in Supporting Information). To further confirm whether LTR and LINE were responsible for the large intron of non-coding genes, we compared introns with LTR and LINE to introns without LTR and LINE. Then, it was observed that introns with LTR and LINE were obviously longer than introns without LTR and LINE ( Figure S3 in Supporting Information). Thus, it indicated that higher proportion of LTR and LINE in non-coding genes contributed to the larger intron, and further led to the longer gene length comparing to protein-coding genes with same exon number. We also compared the gene length among our four subclasses of non-coding genes overall, which indicated that overlapping non-coding genes were the longest, followed by antisense RNA. The most interesting thing was that the length of intergenic non-coding genes seemingly was comparable to intronic non-coding genes ( Figure S4A in Supporting Information). To further explore the length difference of them, we did the length comparison with same exon number genes and found that the overlapping non-coding genes and intronic non-coding genes had the shortest and the second shortest length in single exon level, while the intergenic non-coding genes had the shortest length in multiple exon level, which may explain the relatively shorter first peak and longer last peak for overlapping non-coding genes and intronic non-coding genes ( Figure S4 in Supporting Information). In addition, we also found that the GC content of non-coding genes was comparable to protein-coding genes.
Characterization of transcriptional activity and conservation of non-coding genes
Previous studies indicated that both protein-coding genes and non-coding genes were associated with diverse chromatin signals Lv et al., 2013) . H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 are known to mark promoters for activating and repressing gene expression respectively (Li et al., 2012) , while H3K36me3 generally marks the elongation sites of transcribed regions (Lv et al., 2013 ). So we examined these related transcriptional element of all non-coding RNAs. The results showed a significant enrichment of H3K4me3 and H3K27me3 around TSSs. As for H3K36-me3, it was obvious that the gene body was associated with enriched H3K36me3 marks in a higher degree than the other two parts (upstream and downstream) ( Figure 3A-C) .
Furthermore, we explored the distribution of CAGE tags and RNAPII binding sites around TSS. We observed the obvious peaks at the vicinity of TSSs for both CAGE and RNAPII tags ( Figure 3D and E). It suggested that the significant enrichment of these two marks around promoter regions of non-coding genes was consistent with the fact that CAGE was developed to map promoters rather than other genomic regions . A list of non-coding genes supported by at least one of histone methylation, RNAPII and CAGE was shown in Dataset S2.
To assess the evolutionary conservation level of noncoding RNAs, we calculated the conservation scores for the individual exon as well as promoter among non-coding genes, protein-coding genes and random intergenic regions. Consequently, Figure 4 showed that non-coding RNAs' exons had lower conservation scores than protein-coding exons. The random regions had the lowest conservation scores among these three classes, and it has probably reflected a lower degree of constraint on non-coding RNAs structures than on amino-acid codons, as shown in previous study (Guttman et al., 2009) . Unlike the conservation levels of exons, promoter conservation of non-coding genes was comparable to protein-coding genes. In addition, we compared the conservation levels between lncRNAs and small RNAs and found lncRNAs were more conserved than small RNAs. Taken together, we concluded that non-coding genes have significant conservation constraint than random regions and these results may provide a meaningful starting point for their further functional studies in mammals.
These series of evidences have illuminated that our non-coding genes have their own transcript indicators, can be transcribed independently and are evolutionarily conserved, which suggested that these non-coding RNAs are functional and not merely transcriptional noise as some previous studies reported (Hüttenhofer and Vogel, 2006) .
Expression level and tissue-specificity of non-coding genes
To investigate the expression dynamics of non-coding genes, we calculated the RPKM value of each gene in different tissues. We found that non-coding genes were expressed at lower levels than protein-coding genes (Table 3) . First, the mean RPKM value of protein-coding genes is about eight times than non-coding genes (17.18 for protein-coding genes vs. 2.18 for non-coding genes). Then, the Introns of non-coding genes had more LTR and LINE than protein-coding genes while there were more SINE in introns of protein-coding genes than non-coding genes. E, Percentage of repeat length in eight types. Similarly, LTR and LINE contributed more to the repeat length in introns of non-coding genes. 
Figure 4
The exon and promoter conservation of non-coding genes in comparison to protein-coding genes. A, Shown is the cumulative distribution of conservation scores across 59 vertebrate species in the exons of non-coding genes, protein-coding genes and random regions. B, Similarly, the conservation of the promoter of non-coding genes, protein-coding genes and random regions is cumulatively plotted. The larger the P i score, the more highly conserved.
expression of protein-coding genes spans seven orders of magnitude (10 1 -10 5 ) while non-coding genes only have six orders of magnitude (10 1 -10 4 ). We also compared the expression level among four subclasses of lncRNAs ( Figure   S5A in Supporting Information). The lncRNAs overlapping with annotation (LOWA) were expressed in the highest level, the lincRNAs and antisense non-coding genes were lower expressed in all tissues, and the intronic non-coding a) *, These data were compared with total 16,249 non-coding genes; **, These data were compared with total 5,535 tissue-specific non-coding genes.
genes were expressed fluctuated around the whole long non-coding genes.
On the basis of expression levels of non-coding and protein-coding genes in different tissues, we found an obviously different expression pattern between them. Briefly, noncoding genes revealed a more remarkable tissue-specific manner than protein-coding genes (Table 4, Figure S5B in Supporting Information). Quantificationally, 5,535 (34.06%) non-coding genes expressed in only one tissue while 448 (2.8%) expressed across all 15 tissues. Amongst the former part, 413 (7.46%) genes were cerebrum-specific and 3,812 (68.87%) were testis-specific, and these stringent specific non-coding genes may have their own particular functions in the tissue-specific processes.
Meanwhile, by analyzing the differential expression of all genes in distinct tissues, we got a hierarchical clustering of all tissues based on the similarity relationship between every two of them and found that testis and cerebrum both show distant relationships to other tissues ( Figure 5) .
Together, the expression dynamic analysis of putative genes highlighted two properties: non-coding genes are generally expressed lower and more likely to be tissue-specific than protein-coding genes. These two properties do not interact as cause and effect substantially.
Gene ontology analysis for neighboring protein-coding genes of lincRNAs
Except for those traditional non-coding RNA including Figure 5 Tissue hierarchical clustering. A, The similarity relationship between every two tissues was measured by Jensen-Shannon (JS) distance. Maximum value represents the lowest correlation and vise verse. Cerebrum and testis both show distant relationships to other tissues. B, The hierarchical clustering was reproduced by a hierarchical tree with different related values marked along Y-axis. All tissues are clustered in a way of different physiological systems they belong to (digestive system and immune system for instance). C and D, Shown are the instances for expression correlation between large intestine and small intestine (left panel) and between testis and cerebrum (right panel). Notably, large intestine-small intestine is more correlated than testis-cerebrum pair, and the correlation coefficient of testis-cerebrum pair has far deviated from the axle wire.
tRNA, rRNAand snRNA, the newly identified lincRNAs were considered to possess diverse biological functions in mammals. For instance, a class of lincRNAs called ncRNAactivating (ncRNA-a) have enhancer-like function and positively regulate expression of neighboring protein-coding genes (Ørom et al., 2010) . To investigate whether our identified lincRNAs were regulatory functional, we focused on the expression patterns of 1,612 lincRNAs with neighboring protein-coding genes and found that 74.44% of these lincRNA and protein-coding gene pairs exhibited a positive correlation while 25.56% were negative correlative. Furthermore, 20.22% of lincRNA and protein-coding gene pairs were strongly correlated with a Pearson correlation coefficient between 0.8 and 1, and it was remarkably higher than random gene pairs (P<2.2×10
16 , t-test). When compared lincRNA and protein-coding gene pairs with 3,690 neighboring coding-coding gene pairs, we found the co-expression tendency was similar to a certain degree, and these neighboring coding-coding gene pairs were also more correlative than random gene pairs (P<2.2×10 16 , t-test) ( Figure S6 in Supporting Information). These results are consistent with earlier studies (Cabili et al., 2011; Guttman et al., 2009 ). Overall, we conclude that lincRNA genes were more or less co-expressed with their neighboring protein-coding genes, and this organization may be important for their specific regulatory functions. We thus used Gostat to cluster the potential functions of those coding genes neighboring lincRNAs and found they were significantly enriched in transcription regulation, intracellular part and metabolic processes.
Sense-antisense pair
2,239 antisense were classified into one-to-one type and one-to-multiple type according to the number of their corresponding sense genes. 2,099 one-to-one sense-antisense gene pairs were found on the basis of their genomic location with 449 convergent, 370 divergent and 1,280 non-overlap (Werner, 2013) . We evaluated their expression correlation, indicating 1,040 (49.55%) were positively correlative and 905 (43.12%) were negatively correlative, and the correlative degree was obviously higher than random gene pairs (P<2.2×10 16 , t-test) ( Figure S7 in Supporting Information).
It is consistent with the regulative function of antisense RNAs. The sense genes were enriched in signal transduction and nervous system development ( Figure S8 in Supporting Information). Many further gain-of-function or loss-of-function experiments were required to wellunderstand their regulatory mechanism.
Functional enrichment of lincRNA loci and tissue-specific non-coding genes
The goal of our study is to infer the biological functions of these numerous lincRNA loci and provide a theoretical foundation for the further experimental validation. To this end, we firstly calculated the Pearson correlation coefficient between each lincRNA and each annotated protein-coding gene on the basis of their expression dynamics across 15 tissues, then we used GSEA (Guttman et al., 2009; Subramanian et al., 2005) to construct a matrix of the association for lincRNAs and protein-coding genes (FDR (false discovery rate)<0.01). By subsequently bi-clustering the matrix into 10 clusters, we identified several groups of lincRNA genes associated with distinct functional categories, including immune effector process, DNA replication initiation, muscle development and sexual reproduction and so on ( Figure S9 , Table S1 in Supporting Information). According to the result of GSEA, the lincRNA related genes in each tissue were closely related to the physiological function of the tissue. For example, the lincRNA related genes in testis mainly played an important role in reproductive development including meiosis, development of primary sexual characteristics, sexual reproduction, and gamete generation, and so on. While in cerebrum, lincRNA associated genes mainly involved in brain development, synaptogenesis, axonogenesis and signal transduction.
Validation of lincRNAs by RT-PCR
To validate the existence of lincRNAs identified by our pipeline, we randomly selected 16 house-keeping lincRNAs which expressed in 15 tissues and performed RT-PCR in 12 tissues. 7 out of 16 lincRNAs were found to be expressed in a detectable level in all the 12 tissues while 15 out of 16 lincRNAs fit a loose criterion that each lincRNAs were detected in at least 10 tissues (Figure 6 ). In addition, 31 out of 42 tissue-specific lincRNA were detected by . Especially, 11 out of 13 cerebrum-specific lincRNAs were found. All these results indicated that our pipeline are believable and can give high quality list of lincRNAs. The details about RT-PCR primers of these lincRNA were shown in Dataset S3.
DISCUSSION
Identification and characterization of non-coding RNA
In this study, we identified non-coding RNAs using ultra-deep RNA-seq data from 15 mouse tissues. These RNA-seq data allowed us to detect those genes that expressed at relatively low levels or in a strictly tissue-specific manner.
We obtained 16,249 genes eventually, of which 6,315 were single-exon non-coding genes. For demonstrating the function of these non-coding genes, we not only explored the genomic features, but also used many supporting evidences such as chromatin modification (H3K4me3, H3K27me3 and H3K36me3), RNAPII, CAGE and evolutional conservation to argue for their functional roles. Comparing with protein-coding genes, these non-coding genes generally have fewer exons, shorter gene and exon length, but larger introns which were viewed as a result of high proportion of LTR and LINE. These non-coding genes were supported by enrichment of histone methylation, RNAPII and CAGE around TSS.
Tissue-specificity of non-coding RNA
From the expression profile of 15 tissues, non-coding genes were found to express in a relatively lower level and more tissue-specific manner. It is interesting that non-coding genes expressed higher in cerebrum than other tissues (Table 3). We calculated the mean expression rate of non-coding/coding in the downloaded mRNA data of cerebrum to uncover the differences. The non-coding/coding rate in mRNA data of cerebrum is 1 : 1.4, which is still higher than that of other 14 tissues. Thus, the high expression rate of non-coding and coding was possibly caused by the cerebrum tissue instead of different library construction methods. To investigate whether the tissue specificity of non-coding genes was caused by their lower expression levels, we contrasted the expression breadth between those non-coding and protein-coding genes with similar expression levels. We found that the tissue specificity was closely related to the expression level ( Figure S11 in Supporting Information). However, even if the tissue-specificity decreased along with the increase of expression level, the tissue-specificity of non-coding genes was still more obvious than protein-coding genes. The tissue-specific feature of non-coding genes indicated their biological roles in tissue-specific processes and proved by analyzing their GO enrichment using GSEA.
Non-coding RNA comparison among different studies
Compared with previous annotated lincRNAs from cells (Guttman et al., 2009; Guttman et al., 2010) and based on EST data of multiple tissues (Qu and Adelson, 2012) , our lincRNAs overlapped with them less than 10%. In consideration of using tissue data in our paper, we also found another collection of lincRNAs in tissues which were contained in our samples (Luo et al., 2013) and found that 31.16% of those 6,755 lincRNA transcripts (3,965 novel lincRNA genes) overlapped with our lincRNAs. Because the diversity of annotation criteria and cutoffs may one of the reasons causing the minor overlap among lincRNA lists of different studies (Ulitsky and Bartel, 2013) , we examined these pipelines in detail and found that our pipeline had many differences with others. First, the tissues or cell types of these researches were differentiated from each other.
Second, the transcripts were sequenced by EST, ChIP-seq or RNA-seq in different studies. In addition, these data have different features, like strand specific or not, data depth, and tissue numbers. For example, our data were strand-specific and we identified 2,217 antisense RNAs while some data can't distinguish the reads strand. Third, we totally obtained 2,282 M fragments while the other data size spans from 4,853,460 ESTs to 1,936 M fragments. Fourth, different softwares were used to reconstruct transcripts and predict the coding potential of novel transcripts (Table 5 ). The specificity and sensitivity varied largely among these softwares. For example, in the Luo et al.'s novel lincRNA dataset, 31% lincRNAs were reconstructed by Scripture only. Fifth, different cutoffs were used to filter lincRNAs in different studies.
Non-coding RNA orthologous
To further validate that our lincRNAs are functional elements, we assessed the evolution origin of these lincRNAs. 85.26% (9,397 of 11,022) of lincRNAs have their orthologous regions in the human genome (Dataset S4 in Supporting Information). Subsequently, we surveyed catalog of mammalian and non-mammalian vertebrate transcripts that were syntenically mapped to the mouse genome by TransMap (Cabili et al., 2011; Kuhn et al., 2009 ) to estimate the expressed ortholog transcripts in other species. This analysis identified 1,415 lincRNAs syntenically paired with an orthologous transcript from TransMap (Dataset S4, Figure  S12 in Supporting Information), accounting for 12.84% of all mouse lincRNAs. The small fraction of homology implied that lincRNAs were less conserved than protein-coding genes.
Poly(A) non-coding RNA
Currently, most of transcriptome studies are focused on poly(A)+ transcripts, therefore, the expression of poly(A) transcripts need to be explored. In human, about 20% transcripts are poly(A) or bimorphic transcripts and some im- Yang et al., 2011) . To detect poly(A) transcripts, we sequenced cerebrum in our laboratory using ribo-minus method which can capture both poly(A)+ and poly(A) transcripts by Hiseq2000. For identification of the poly(A) lincRNAs, first, we found 255 lincRNAs that only expressed in our ribo-minus RNA-seq data of cerebrum. Second, to remove the possible poly(A)+ transcripts, we used mRNA-seq data of cerebrum (SRX191149) and found 8 expressed lincRNAs in the 255 lincRNAs. It implied that the remaining 247 lincRNAs (18.70% of all expressed lincRNAs in cerebrum) were possible poly(A) transcripts. As for the 247 possible poly(A) lincRNAs in cerebrum, we also found there are 82 (1.43%), 57 (2.27%) and 92 (4.20%) lincRNAs are expressed in the ribo-minus RNA-seq data of testis (Liu et al., 2011) , mammary and ovary which were sequenced by SOLiD in our laboratory. It indicated that about 1.43%~18.70% lincRNAs are possible poly(A) lincRNAs. Furthermore, we found that poly(A) lincRNAs didn't have significant enrichment of RNAPII tags and had less GC content than poly(A)+ lincRNAs.
CONCLUSION
Our work provides a way to identify and characterize non-coding RNAs especially lincRNAs. More importantly, we expand the lincRNome of mouse and give the opportunity to investigate the physiological function of lincRNAs. These non-coding RNAs provide an important source for functional experiment. The specific function for each lincRNA needs to be further validated by experiments, such as the lincRNAs which are required for life and brain development (Sauvageau et al., 2013) . Hopefully, the physiological and pathological role of lincRNAs can be applied to human diseases.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Datasets
The mRNA-seq data of 14 mouse tissues produced by ENCODE were downloaded from National Center of Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (GSM900188, GSM900198, GSM900199, GSM900194, GSM900189, GSM900195, GSM900196, GSM900184, GSM900183, GSM900186, GSM900197, GSM900185, GSM900193, and GSM900192) (ENCODE Project Consortium et al., 2012; Mouse ENCODE Consortium et al., 2012) . These data are strandspecific and each tissue has 147 million pair-end fragments on average with 76 bp read length (Table 1) . We also retrieved ChIP-seq (chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by sequencing) data of RNA polymerase II (RNAPII), H3K4me3, H3K27me3 and H3K36me3 from mouse heart (Karolchik et al., 2014; Pervouchine et al., 2015) . A mRNA-seq data of cerebrum (SRX191149) was downloaded from NCBI to confirm some results (Nuno L. Barbosa-Morais, 2012) . The data processing method of 15 tissues was applied to this mRNA data.
RNA sequencing
Cerebrum was obtained from an 8 week old adult male C57BL/6J mouse. We used Trizol (Invitrogen, USA) to isolate total RNA and then used the Ribo-minus Eukaryote kit (cat.10837-08, Invitrogen, USA) to deplete rRNA. We constructed the transcriptomic library using RNA-Seq Library Preparation Kit for Whole Transcriptome DiscoveryIllumina Compatible Kit (Wujiang Huijie Biotech, Suzhou), with a starting material of 500 ng rRNA-depleted RNA. The cDNA library was amplified, cleaned using the AMPure XP beads and then sequenced on the GA-analyzer by the Illumina HiSeq 2000 (Illumina, USA). Finally, we obtained ~211 million strand-specific pair-end fragments with 101 bp read length (SRX806806).
Reads mapping and transcripts assembly
As an initial step, we removed fragments mapping to ribosomal RNA. We accomplished this by directly aligning each fragments against the mouse DNA sequence of ribosomal RNA. We removed low-quality reads with an in-house Perl script. For obtaining all known transcripts as a comprehensive annotation, we integrated the mouse transcripts from UCSC (2013.5.6), NCBI (Refseq v58) and Ensembl (v72) . Then RNA-seq data of 15 mouse tissues (14 downloaded tissues and one new sequenced tissue) were mapped to mouse genome (mm10) by GSNAP version 2013.7.16 with the options "-N 1, -force-xs-dir and -s splice sites of integrated mouse transcripts from UCSC, Ensembl and NCBI" (all the other options are default). The aligned reads were assembled into transcripts for each tissue separately by Cufflinks v2.1.1.
Non-coding RNAs identification pipeline
In order to accurately and completely identify the transcripts, all transcripts of 15 tissues were merged into an unique set of transcripts using Cuffmerge. Then, loci completely overlapping with the genes of RefSeq, UCSC and Ensembl were filtered out. To precisely distinguish coding and non-coding locus, we used Coding Potential Calculator (CPC) and Coding-Potential Assessment Tool (CPAT-1.2.1) to predict the coding potential for each transcript locus. The locus was classified into non-coding/coding locus only when two softwares gave the same result. Next, locus with RPKM (reads per kilobase of exon model per million mapped reads)<0.1 was filtered out. To credibly identify single-exon non-coding genes, we performed BLASTN to align these single-exon non-coding genes to EST data (mouse, human and other species) and scanned them with Rfam covariance models, and then we only kept those genes which mapped to at least one type of data. In addition, the single exon genes must be expressed in at least two tissues. For these non-coding loci, they were classified into overlapping, antisense, intronic and intergenic non-coding genes according to their genomic locations.
Histone methylation and RNAPII binding sites analysis
Mapping results and peak files of these ChIP-seq data including H3K4me3, H3K27me3, H3K36me3 and RNAPII were downloaded. The promoter was confined to 5,000 bp upstream and downstream of transcription start site (TSS). Chromatin states of non-coding genes were determined based on the overlapping between promoters of noncodinggenes and enrichment peaks of H3K4me3, H3K27me3 and RNAPII, or between the transcription region of non-coding genes and enrichment peaks of H3K36me3.
TSS and CAGE evidences
129,466 mouse TSS-like classified CAGE peaks published by the Fantom5 project were used to provide the TSS support for non-coding genes (FANTOM Consortium and the RIKEN PMI and CLST et al., 2014) (http://fantom.gsc. riken. jp/5/tet/). We first converted the coordinate of non-coding genes in mm10 to mm9 by LiftOver of UCSC. Then, we defined the TSS regions for non-coding genes from the upstream 500 bp to downstream 500 bp of TSSs. The non-coding genes were considered supported by CAGE only when the TSS-like CAGE peaks overlapped with the TSS regions. Mapping result of 5′ CAGE tags from mouse testis were downloaded from DDBJ (ftp://ftp.ddbj.nig.ac.jp/ddbj_ database/dra/fastq/DRA000/DRA000991/DRZ001400/). We calculated the coverage per nucleotide position covered by CAGE tags and then accumulated the coverage of non-coding genes from upstream 1 kb to downstream 1 kb of TSSs.
Conservation
To evaluate the conservation of non-coding genes, PhastConsElements60way data for mouse genome (mm10) were downloaded from UCSC (Meyer et al., 2013) . PhastConsElements60way was genomic conservation profiles generated by the phyloP (phylogenetic P-values) and PhastCons algorithms (http://compgen.bscb.cornell. edu/ phast/) for multiple alignments of 59 vertebrate genomes to the mouse genome. We calculated the conservative scores in a 12 bp window and a step length of 1 bp for every region and selected the maximal score as its conservation value. The higher the conservation score the more conservative the region is.
Gene set enrichment analysis
Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed as previous studies (Guttman et al., 2009; Pauli et al., 2012) . The Pearson correlations between each lincRNA and all protein-coding genes were calculated on the basis of their expression dynamics across 15 tissues. Then, protein-coding genes were ranked according to their correlation value. For each lincRNA locus, a list of correlation-based ranked protein-coding genes was submitted to GSEA (Subramanian et al., 2005) . Finally, an association matrix between lincRNA locus and Gene Ontology (GO) terms, which was obtained from the result of GSEA with P value below 0.01, was used to cluster. To screen the most enrichment GO terms of each cluster among all positively associated GO terms, we ranked the positively associated enrichment GO terms based on binominal test.
Co-expression profiling of lincRNAs and their neighboring protein-coding genes
On the basis of the location of each lincRNA gene and its neighboring protein-coding genes, we extracted lincRNAs and protein-coding gene pairs within 10 kb distance. We also produced the neighboring protein-coding gene pairs using similar method. The random gene pairs were obtained by randomly selected two genes. We then used R to calculate the Pearson correlation coefficient for them and analyzed the distribution of correlation scores. For the neighboring protein-coding genes of lincRNAs, GOstat (http://gostat.wehi.edu.au/cgi-bin/goStat.pl) was used to analyze their functional enrichment.
RT-PCR validation
RNA was extracted from mouse tissues using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's protocol and then treated with DNaseI (1 U μL 1 ; Invitrogen) to remove possible contaminating genomic DNA. DNA-free RNAs were reverse transcribed to cDNAs using Superscript III (Invitrogen) and then cDNAs were diluted 20-fold for further PCR analysis. PCR was performed on 10 μL volumes containing 10×PCR buffer 1 μL, dNTPmix (2.5 mmol L 1 )
1.5 μL, primers (10 μmol L 1 each) 0.5 μL, Taq DNA polymerase (5 U μL 1 TaKaRa, Dalian) 0.1 μL, 20-fold diluting cDNA 1 μL, and 5.9 μL nuclease-free water by Applied Biosystems 9700 PCR System (Life Technologies, USA). PCR conditions were 94°C for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of 98°C for 10s, 60°C for 30s, 72°C for 30s and at last, 5 min at 72°C. Finally, PCR products were separated on 2.0% agrose gels. For amplifying the lincRNA transcripts, primer sets were designed by web-based tool GenScript (https://www.genscript.com/ssl-bin/app/primer) and their specificity was checked with mouse RefSeq mRNA.
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